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Meet Me at the Beth David Minyan!
By Eleanor Weber Dickman

A minyan, as most people know, is a gathering of at least ten adults to
worship or observe the death or the yahrzeit (anniversary) of a loved
one. Congregation Beth David is most fortunate in having a loyal cadre
of synagogue members who have made ongoing commitments to attend
its daily minyanim. Minyan is held Monday through Thursday evenings
at 7:00 pm, and Sunday mornings at 9:30 am, as well as during the regular Shabbat services on Friday nights (at 6:30pm), and Saturday mornings (at 9:30am).
It is comforting, even for those who do not attend
services on a regular basis, to know that, in times
of sorrow and loss, Beth David welcomes members and those from the community who wish to
observe a yahrzeit. In addition, several members
have made it a regular practice to attend these
short but vital services even if they themselves are
not observing a yahrzeit in order to provide a
community for those who are grieving.
Beth David’s nightly minyan service is dependent upon the thoughtfulness and commitment of all congregants, and enjoys the dedication of
several members who have made the minyan a regular part of their
week. For their part, these attendees find meaning in the worship, as
well as pleasure in being there to comfort friends, synagogue members,
and Jews in the larger community.
Sandy Mayer, a devoted regular, helped Rabbi Aaron Schonbrun establish a daily evening minyan to help support Rabbi Daniel Pressman after the death of his wife Beverly. The original minyan captains, who
helped recruit worshipers and ensure continuity of the service, were, in
addition to Sandy: Herb Dreifuss, Margie Pomerantz, and Norm
Abramovitz. Over time, many other members have accepted the responsibility to ensure that the minimum of ten adults is available, even if
they themselves are not observing a Yahrtzeit on that particular night. It
is a quiet and loving gesture of community support that thrives at Beth
David. Continued on page 4
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From the Rabbi
By Rabbi Ohriner
Dear Friends,
My prayer is that when you read this article it will be irrelevant. My fear, which I believe is well-founded is
that it will still be pertinent. I write to you on the heels of Rosh Hodesh, the new moon signifying the beginning
of the Hebrew month of Cheshvan. Typically Rosh Hodesh is meant to be a time of joy, renewal, and the increasing of light in our lives. Yet, who can celebrate new beginnings when dozens of our brothers and sisters in
Israel, from rabbis to children to seventy-year-old women, from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv to Ra’anana, are being
attacked in growing numbers by terrorists wielding cars, butcher knives, hatchets, and blades? Who can experience joy when our relatives and friends are being murdered as they make their way to work, the grocery store,
and school? Who can feel renewed when Israelis are left to wonder whether they or their families will be the
next victims?
In the wake of this continuing terror and violence in Israel, the rabbinic union of which I
am a proud member, the Rabbinical Assembly, offered the following statement expressing solidarity with Israel and its security forces, calling for both calm and support from
the international community. It voices much of what I am currently feeling: “The current
resurgence of terrorist attacks in Israel is abhorrent and senseless. We unequivocally
support Israel and its security forces as they take the necessary steps to protect innocent
civilians and work to prevent further attacks. No one should have to live in fear that they
might become a victim of an unprovoked attack. We will not remain silent while Israel is
facing such threats. As the Prophet Isaiah teaches, ‘For the sake of Zion will I not hold
my peace and for the sake of Jerusalem will I not rest, Until her justice shines bright and her salvation like a
flaming torch.’ (Isaiah 62:1). The international community must condemn these acts of terror and we call on
President Mahmoud Abbas and the Palestinian leadership to also denounce such acts of violence. The Palestinian Authority must stop giving a voice to incitement against Israel and take immediate and meaningful action to restore order….”
Many in this country and around the world wish to ignore the incitement being perpetrated by Palestinian Authority President Abbas and PA officials, as well as the leadership of terror groups like Hamas. Many are questioning Israel’s response in neutralizing terrorists. Many would like to look past the acts of terror perpetrated in
Israel over the last two weeks. As my teacher Rabbi Bradley Artson put it, “The political context and solution
can be discussed later, but for today: simple solidarity with the victims, innocent civilians deliberately murdered just for being Jews, just for being Israeli.” I could not agree more.
In tense moments when we may feel so distant from our homeland, friends, and family there can be a tendency
towards feelings of helplessness, but there is much we can do. Now is the time to support Israelis currently living through terror. Pick up the phone or drop an email to those you know living in Israel and let them know you
are thinking of them. Now is the time to work together and demand that the world take note of what is happening. Make a commitment to post articles, stories, and photos of the terror and murder being perpetrated on your
social media pages. Now is the time to stand up for Israel, imperfections, struggles, and all against the hatred
directed towards her citizens. Use this difficult time as an opportunity to recommit yourself to purchasing Israeli products. Now is the time to vocally denounce those in Israel who are perpetrating acts of vengeance in the
distorted belief that it will bring some kind of comfort. Make a contribution to Magen David Adom, the
Masorti Foundation, FIDF, or another organization that is helping to bring physical, emotional, and spiritual
healing to those in Israel who need it.
Now is the time for us to act together.

Rabbi Philip Ohriner
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Meet Me at the Beth David Minyan!
By Eleanor Weber Dickman
Continued from front cover

Sandy says, “When my mother [z"l] passed away I
was able to say Kaddish for the year because other
members came to make the minyan. It is my responsibility to now come and be present for other members who want and need to say Kaddish.” Sandy says
that she and her husband David attend minyan daily
because, “this is a passion of mine because I have
personally experienced that benefit.”
For Harry Cornbleet, regular attendance at minyan
helps him to “feel that I am fulfilling a community
responsibility, as well as attending when I have a
personal yahrzeit to observe.” Because he lives close
by the synagogue, he is often asked to help make the
minyan, especially during the summer.
Chuck Taubman, a well-known synagogue leader,
leads the minyan service on Mondays, and often
helps out on an additional day, whether it is for a
personal yahrzeit, a shiva minyan, or sheloshim” (the
conclusion of 30 days of mourning). He notes when
other congregants are observing a Yahrtzeit, and
feels “I should do what I could to support them.”
Most of all, however, Chuck “realized that taking an
active role in the evening minyan (leading on a regular basis, coordinating the leader schedule, and just
being there to support others who I may not even
know) had evolved into being a real "upper" for me.”
Harry Glatstein’s response is simple, positive, and
direct: “I attend once a week on Tuesday, unless I am
out of town or have a prior commitment. I consider it
a responsibility for being a Beth David member and I
get a lot out of it as far as learning more of the prayers, meeting other congregants and non-members,
who come for a yahrzeit. There has developed a certain camaraderie for those in attendance. It is usually
30 to 40 minutes and is not difficult to find the time.”
Rabbi Allan Berkowitz attens evening minyan twice
a month, even if he is not observing a personal yahrzeit. He considers attending to be “an important part
of my weekly observance and is a positive way of
supporting the community’s need for a regular minyan.

lieves, “to support those saying Kaddish. And, I’ve
gotten to know a few other members much better.”
She recalls a time when a minyan of 10 or even 15
people was a usual occurrence, but now acknowledges Sandy Mayer’s commitment to calling Beth David
members each night when the minimum number for
a minyan is needed, and believes, “If members came
just once a month, we would easily make a minyan
each night.”
To address this need, Rabbis Ohriner and Alexander
have requested greater awareness of the nightly minyan, and greater commitment to participate in ensuring that a nightly minyan is available for those in
need. “To help ensure the vibrancy of our minyan,
our captains have created the following schedule organized alphabetically by last name. Of course you
are always welcome to attend!”
A-D: First Week of the Month
E-K: Second Week of the Month
L-R: Third Week of the Month
S-Z: Fourth Week of the Month
Occasionally there is a 5th week – We need everyone’s help!
The Rabbis invite you to look at your schedules and
commit to attending at least one minyan during the
week. Check your calendars now, while you’re
thinking about this, and see if you can attend Friday
night at 6:30 pm, Sunday at 9:30 am or Monday
through Thursday at 7:00 pm. If everyone participates, it should be an easy and positive duty to fulfill.
As Rabbi Shmuel Kogan of Chabad notes, “Never
underestimate the power of the individual Jew!”
Even if nine of the most knowledgeable and righteous Jews are in attendance, it might be you who ensures that the minyan can be held and Kaddish can
be said. It’s an easy mitzvah to do and the benefits
are great ― feeling closer to your fellow congregants, while enabling someone to fulfill one of our
most important religious obligations. See you in
shul!

Mary Jo Bernard and her husband Alan attend minyan two or three times a week when they are in town,
often responding to a phone call from the synagogue.
“I consider it important to have a minyan,” she be4

President’s Perspective
Dear Hevre,
For this month’s column, I am providing a copy of my
Kol Nidre remarks.
********************************
Good Yom tov.
The following is ascribed to Hillel: Do not separate
yourself from the community, and do not be sure of
yourself until the day of your death.
It seems an appropriate quote on Yom Kippur, as we
are focused on communal prayer, in which we confess
the myriad of ways we have missed the mark during the
year; where we ask for forgiveness and pray for a year
of health.
Rabbi Joseph Telushkin notes that the “sins enumerated
in the Al Chet… are confessed in the plural. Even if
one has not committed the particular offense mentioned, [our] tradition teaches that each Jew bears a certain measure of responsibility for sins committed by
other Jews.” (Jewish Literacy, p. 569-570.)
This is an extension of the ethical precept that we are
responsible for each other. Why we should not
separate from our community but rather invest ourselves in it.
Previously, I spoke about the Next 50 Building and
Endowment Project, and our efforts to turn ourselves
into a visionary and engaging congregation.
Among our recent initiatives was moving from a duesbased income model to a sustaining contribution model.
Previously, I promised you that I would speak about the
sustaining contribution model in more detail this week.
Now -- I make good on that promise.
If you will recall from the number of congregational
meetings we had last year and earlier this year, we
described that our membership was shrinking. We
found that the dues “number” set forth in our financial
policies created a financial barrier for new members
wanting to join our community. We found that the
process of offering in “special arrangements” for members of our community who could not afford dues was
degrading, demoralizing and depressing — for both the
congregant seeking relief, and for the numerous financial secretaries imbued with the responsibility to grant
relief.
It wasn’t haimish.

The sustaining contribution model turns the “fee –
based, or dues-based membership model” on its head.
We are asking you to invest in your community.
After the Board voted to implement this new financial
model, we sent letters out to all of our membership
households in March. These letters described the new
model; set the communal sustaining number; reminded
you that this number would not replace the annual
campaign, and asked you to respond with a yea or nay.
Those that did not respond would be assessed at their
last year’s financial commitment.
In our research, we learned that most shuls that
converted to the sustaining contribution model had a
response rate in the high 40 percent range. We eclipsed
the average, as 52 % of you responded to our March
letter. Of the responses we received, 234 households
agreed to meet, or exceed the sustaining number. 15
family units decreased their commitment. The 48 percent of households that did not respond, were billed the
previous amount.
Based on the responses, on paper at least, we are up
about $43,000. We have gained 12 new families since
July 1st, (including welcoming 7 new members at September’s board meeting). And our pipeline of membership applications is still filling up.
As I said, early returns are promising. But pledges are
one thing. Shekels in the bank are another.
Which leads me to the annual campaign.
Oy, I hear you say. Talking about money on Kol Nidre
– Yes. Just like last year. And the year before… And
please notice that I am doing so with the Rabbi looking
over my shoulder. So I am addressing you under strict
rabbinic supervision.
I want to be clear that I am speaking about the ANNUAL Campaign and not the Next 50 Project. While we
look toward our bright and exciting future, we cannot
ignore Beth David’s day-to-day needs.
And since the Sustaining Contribution Model is one of
our grander experiments that is uniquely tied to our
financial well-being, your Board, based on the recommendation from the Finance Committee, agreed to this
new policy, so long as we continued the annual campaign.
Abraham Joshua Heschel said that the gravest sin for a
Jew is to forget — or not know — what he represents.
Continued on page 6
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President’s Perspective
Continued from page 5

A vibrant synagogue and a sacred community, such as
we are, can overcome Heschel’s fear — if you partake
in even a few of the educational and programmatic
offerings at Beth David, you will guided on your Jewish journey – your path – with like-minded friends,
family and colleagues. You will know who you are;
what you represent.
But to make that happen — our wonderful programs
— our educational opportunities — our many active
groups — we need your support.
The Annual Campaign is critical for Beth David. Typically, it funds 20-25% of our yearly operating budget.
This is the part of the budget NOT COVERED by our
new income model.
The money we raise not only pays for core functions
such as clergy and staff, but is essential to sustain our
innovative programming, and to support religious
school education and life-long learning.
In this particular year, it is also necessary to replenish

our financial cushion, as we had to dip into our reserves to pay for repairing our torah scrolls and to rent
the tents outside since we are not able to use our building – to name but two examples of unexpected expenses not considered during our budgeting cycle.
Why give to the annual campaign? To make possible
and sustain the full range of Jewish experience provided by CBD – inspiring worship services led by outstanding clergy; stimulating educational opportunities
for children, teens and adults; Jewish cultural programming; connection and caring for our congregational community; fulfillment of our commitment to
tikkun olam and K’lal Yisrael.
By keeping our doors open, our lights on, our HVAC
working, our staff paid, we are able to support the following organizations and affinity groups: Sisterhood,
Men’s Club, Young Families, Jewish Artists Group,
Hazak, Yiddish Speakers group, Kadima, USY, AZA,
BBG, Noten Yad, Adult Ed, Chevre Chesed, Threads
of Tradition, Jewish Book Club, to name just a few…
Continues on page 7

Please share our simcha as our daughter,
Lily, is called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah on:
Saturday, November 7th, 2015
We invite you to join us for Kiddush lunch
following the service.
Shannon and Scott Guggenheim

Please share our joy as our son,
Gabe, is called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah on:
Saturday, December 5th, 2015
We invite you to join us for kiddush lunch
following the service.
Tracy Robinson and Michelle Conrad
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President’s Perspective
Continued from page 6

We are able to host PJ Shabbats, Tot Shabbats, Sisterhood Shabbat, and Oneg lunches every Shabbat. We
rolled out our award-winning Netivot HaNeshama
program on Shabbat.

The annual campaign is necessary for Beth David’s
present. The annual campaign will sustain Beth David during the year.

We run a wonderful Purim party every spring, open to
the greater Jewish community, complete with Queen
Esther’s Kitchen, fun kids games, and a great silent
auction.

The annual campaign goal is $285,000. This is an attainable goal. As of today, 19 members of the board
have already pledged. So have several of our major
donors. At press time the pledges exceed $6500 – we
just began the campaign last night at the Sept. board
meeting!

In late spring, our religious school converts to a holocaust museum and then transforms into a mini-Israel,
where our Religious School Families can experience
the foods, customs and practices of the many cultures
who call Israel their home.
Our social action committee is always a buzz with activities in this building:
*They make sandwiches and soup in our kitchen for
the Julian St. Inn in San Jose as part of the Saratoga
Serves outreach effort, (or will again, once our kitchen
is back up and running!)
*They organize the Project Isaiah High Holy Day food
drive; the back-to-school backpack drive and the coldweather, warm clothing and blanket drives.
*At least once a year, the social hall is turned into a
M*A*S*H Style hospital for blood drives.
Your annual campaign donations help make all of
this happen.
BUT WAIT, I hear you say. Previously, you told us
that the Next 50 Project was still raising funds for the
Building and Endowment, and now you want to run
another campaign on top of that? You want us to pay
more? You are asking for more?
YES. Because they are two separate campaigns with
two different goals.
Think of it this way. For all of you who have ever engaged in the remodel of your house you paid for the
contractor; the building materials; the new appliances.
But you also paid the mortgage, the utility bills for
your house. You still bought food to eat. Gas for
your car. You still had to maintain your household
during your remodel.
The analogy holds true for Beth David. The Next 50
Project is a Capital Campaign. It is designed for Beth
David’s future.

Spoiler alert – here comes the call to action

Many of you were given pledge cards at Yom Kippur.
We are asking that you commit to a lump sum pledge
billed to your account. You can pay by check or credit
card.
For those of you who did not get a card with a yellow
sticker, do not fear! The annual campaign committee
has other plans for you and you’ll be hearing from us
soon after Simchat Torah.
Maimonides said that no one is ever impoverished
through the giving of tzedakah.
By supporting the annual campaign, you support the
work that Beth David does; the programs that it provides; the educational offerings. You invest in yourselves; your children; your sacred community.
If CBD has touched you in ANY way; if we have
reached you emotionally; if nourished your intellect; if
we have doubled your simcha by sharing in it; if we
have reduced your sorrow by shouldering some of it;
if we have engaged your head, heart and hands in any
aspect YOUR Jewish Journey, then PLEASE show
your support by investing in the annual campaign.
I personally thank each and every one of you for your
support of this wonderful community.
G'mar Hatimah Tova

David Hoffman
President, CBD Board of Directors
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Yiddish Conversation
Group
Presentations & Discussions
on Judaica
Everyone is welcome, whether a member
of CBD or visitor, including non-artists.
Meets monthly after lunch at approximately
1:30pm.

Hamsa

Presented by Ruth Kohan
Saturday, November 21st
@ 1:30 – 3:00pm
For more information, email Jeff Warwick
at CBD.Artists@beth-david.org
call 408-623-0099.

Do you know Yiddish?
Would you like to chat
with others in Yiddish?
Meets Every other Tuesday
November Meetings: 10th and 24th
3:00 - 4:30pm
Enjoy Yiddish conversation, jokes, and
more with Yiddish speakers of all levels.
Email CBD.Yiddish@beth-david.org

Are you, a family member, or a CBD friend
in the hospital or rehab?
Do you know of someone in our kehillah who might like
a call or visit?
Please contact our ritual director, Barbara
Biran (biran@beth-david.org) so our
Pastoral Care Team can follow up. But go one
step further! Our tradition teaches that visiting the sick (bikkur cholim) removes 1/160th
of a patient's suffering.
Consider picking up the phone or
arranging a visit with someone in need of
physical or spiritual well-being. They will feel
better and so will you!
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Conversations in Jewish Learning

Cuba: Stuck in Time and Good to Jews
Tuesday, November 10th at 7:30 p.m.

In February 2015 Rabbi Allan Berkowitz led a group of Beth David friends to Cuba to visit and understand the Cuban Jewish community.
They discovered synagogues, a Jewish cemetery, a mosaic relief of Jerusalem, a Jewish-themed hotel, and a kosher-style restaurant. They also found a society with no anti-Semitism.
Several participants on this trip will share their experiences and observations about Jewish life in Cuba.
Rabbi Berkowitz will moderate the discussion.

Jewish Book Group
Short Story Reading

Saturday, November 14th at approximately 1:30 p.m.
We will read aloud and discuss two short stories: “The Story of the Father Bird and the Baby Birds” from The Memoirs of Gluckel of Hameln, and “A Bride for One Night,” the title
story in a collection of modern Talmud drashes by noted Israeli Talmud scholar Ruth Calderon. Texts will be provided. No advance reading required. The discussion will be led by
Joanne Cornbleet.

Conversations in Jewish Learning

Does Anti-Israel = Anti-Semitic?
Tuesday, December 1st at 7:30 p.m.

Vlad Khaykin from the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) will discuss the growing
BDS (Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions) movement and other anti-Israel groups. When
does anti-Israel speech becomes anti-Semitic? How does the ADL decide? What is
the ADL doing to meet these challenges?
About the speaker: Vlad Khaykin has been Associate Director of the Central Pacific Region of the
Anti-Defamation League since January 2014. Born in the former Soviet Union, he arrived in the US with his
family in 1989 and was raised in the Bay Area. He has dual Master’s degrees in Non-Profit Leadership and
Judaic Studies from Brandeis University.

Blood Drive
Tuesday, December 29th,
3:30 - 7:30pm
@ CBD
Give the gift of life! If you really want to lend a
hand – lend an arm!
Go to www.sbcdonor.org/index.cfm to schedule an
appointment or call 650-723-7831. Please use
sponsor code: 0722

Silicon Valley Community
Legacy Project Shabbat
Saturday, November 14th 9:30am
CBD and Jewish Family Services of
Silicon Valley cordially invite you to
Legacy Shabbat service to honor and
celebrate our Jewish Community Legacy Project donors and to learn a little
bit about legacy giving. Kiddush lunch
to follow.
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USY BRINNER
(Breakfast for Dinner)

GAME NIGHT

Saturday, November 7th 6 -10pm

Open to all Jewish 9th - 12th graders. Come ready for dinner and a great night of games!
Breakfast for dinner will include pancakes, french toast, and more great food!

$5 for USY members/$7 for non-USY members.
RSVP: Sivan at CBD.USY@Beth-David.org.

Saratoga Kadima is going to Laser Quest
1400 N. Shoreline Blvd, C-2, Mountain View

Sunday, November 8th @ 2 - 4pm

Open to all Jewish 6th - 8th graders.
Join us for two exciting games of laser tag.
$19.50 for two games
RSVP: Sivan at CBD.Kadima@Beth-David.org
Bring quarters to play arcade games.
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Remembering Our Past; Envisioning Our Future
Video Archive Project
With our synagogue construction well under way, the Archives Committee, under
the direction of Susan Rojo, is accelerating its multi-year project to record video
histories of past and present Congregation Beth David members, staff, and
clergy. This is a huge project, requiring many volunteers.
To date, a small team of dedicated interviewers and videographers has recorded
the memories of 33 congregants, including five of our eight founding members,
11 past-presidents, and three of our past and current Rabbis. We also conducted a “memory salon” where we brought together these five founders and recorded their reminiscences of
the early days, their perspectives of Beth David today, and dreams about our future.
Here are just a few of the stories we have captured:
·
·
·
·
·
·

The community meeting that led to the establishment of a new Conservative congregation on
the south peninsula
Early days—the wandering Jews
The “three-car sanctuary”
A synagogue, a Japanese bank, a Protestant architect, and an Armenian builder
How a sanctuary desecration revealed goodness in our community
Visions of the next 50 years

While we have learned much from this effort, we have barely scratched the surface. Our ultimate goal is to
document the memories of ALL of our current and past members (adults and children), staff, and clergy
who are agreeable to sharing for posterity. Doing so is a formidable task. To complete this ambitious
program, we need many more interviewers and videographers.
Are you willing to help?
If so, please contact Chuck Taubman (nambuat@comcast.net, 408-257-3251)
for more information. We will train as necessary, and we are confident that you will enjoy the experience as
you help us complete this sacred task of remembering our past as we build for our future.

Are you interested in conversing in
Hebrew with others your age?

Contact Jeff Warwick, MembershipVP@Beth-David.org, or call 408-623-0099
Meeting dates and times will be determined by the group.
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November
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1
19 Cheshvan
9:30am JCore Sunday
School
9:30am Minyan
11:30 am The Great Chair
Roundup

2
10:00am Interm. Hebrew
11:45am Beginning Hebrew
2:15pm Beginning Hebrew
for FSU Émigrés (offsite)
7:00pm Minyan

3
7:00pm Minyan

4
9:00am The Yitzhak Rabin
Memorial Project
Exhibition
4:00pm Jewel Program
6:15pm JET Dinner & Learn
7:00pm Minyan
7:30 pm Neshikot BBG Mtg.

8
9:30am JCore Sunday
School
9:30am Minyan
10:00am JCore Dance
2:00pm Kadima Laser Quest

9
10:00am Interm.Hebrew
11:45am Beginning Hebrew
2:15pm Beginning Hebrew
for FSU Émigrés (offsite)
7:00pm Minyan
7:30pm Lean In Circle

10
3:00pm Yiddish Convo
Group
7:00pm Minyan
7:30 pm Cuba: Stuck in
Time & Good to Jews

11
11:00am Jewel Urban
Adama Field Trip
4:00pm Jewel Program
7:00pm Minyan
7:15pm JET Art Experience

15
9:30am Minyan
10:00am Threads of
Tradition

16
10:00am Interm. Hebrew
11:45am Beginning Hebrew
2:15pm Beginning Hebrew
for FSU Émigrés (offsite)
7:00pm Minyan

17
7:00pm Minyan
9:30am Silicon Valley
Introduction to Judaism

18
4:00pm
6:15pm
7:00pm
7:30pm

22
USY Fall Kinnus
9:30am JCore Sunday
School
9:30am Minyan

23
10:00am Interm. Hebrew
11:45am Beginning Hebrew
2:15pm Beginning Hebrew
for FSU Émigrés (offsite)
7:00pm Minyan

24
3:00pm Yiddish Convo
Group
7:00pm Minyan

25
7:00pm Minyan

29
9:30am Minyan

30
10:00am Interm. Hebrew
11:45am Beginning Hebrew
2:15pm Beginning Hebrew
for FSU Émigrés (offsite)
7:00pm Minyan

Jewel Program
JET Dinner & Learn
Minyan
Board Meeting
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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

5
7:00pm Minyan
7:30pm Jewish Values at
the End of Life

6
10:00am Talmud Study
11:15am Jewish Ethics
Discussion
4:48pm Candle lighting
6:30pm Services -- Family
services
7:30pm TGI Shabbat SIGD Ethiopian Shabbat

7
9:30am Services/Lily
Guggenheim Bat Mitzvah
10:30am Pathways of the
Soul - Mindfulness and
Meditation
12:00pm Ruah Rally
12:30pm Kiddush
6:00pm USY Brinner

13
1 Kislev
Rosh Chodesh Kislev
10:00am Talmud Study
11:15am Jewish Ethics
Discussion
4:42pm Candle lighting
6:30pm Services

14
9:30am JCore Shabbat
9:30am Pathways of the
Soul For Russian
Speakers
9:30am Services/Legacy
Giving Shabbat
9:30am Youth Congregation
10:30am Pathways of the
Soul - 21st Century Torah
11:00am Haverim Services
11:15am Tot Shabbat
12:00pm Ruah Rally
12:30pm Kiddush
1:30pm Book Discuss. Grp.
7:00pm Jewish Time
Travel: An 1800s
Saturday Night

12
7:00pm Minyan
7:30pm Jewish Values at
the End of Life

19
7:00pm Minyan

26 Thanksgiving
7:00pm Minyan

20
USY Fall Kinnus
10:00am Talmud Study
11:15am Jewish Ethics
Discussion
4:37pm Candle lighting
6:00pm PJ Shabbat
6:30pm Services

27
4:34pm Candle lighting
6:30pm Services

21
USY Fall Kinnus
9:30am Services
10:30am Pathways of the
Soul - Approachable
Torah
10:30am Youth Cong.
12:00pm Ruah Rally
12:30pm Kiddush
1:30pm Jewish Artists Grp.
28
9:30am Services
10:30am Pathways of the
Soul - A Learning Minyan
Shabbat Prayer Beyond
Standing, Sitting and
Bowing
11:15am Tot Shabbat
12:00pm Ruah Rally
12:30pm Kiddush

Highlights
In November
4th
All Day
Yitzak Rabin
Memorial Project
Exhibition

6th
7:30pm

TGI Shabbat—
SIGD Celebration

10th
7:30pm
Cuba: Stuck in Time
& A Good Place for
Jews

14th
7:00pm
Jewish Time Travel:
An 1800s Saturday
Night
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20
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Relational Judaism and Campus Life at CBD
By Jeff Warwick
CBD is creating a campus life, a physical venue for creating new relationships. This vision was laid out
by Rabbi Ohriner in 2013 during his High Holidays sermon. CBD would be a place for multiple groups to
meet and thrive. We are well on our way toward meeting his vision.
The vision provides opportunities of people in our community to get to know each other. This idea is a
principle in the book “Relational Judaism” by Dr. Ron Wolfson. Excerpts of this book were discussed by
the Membership Committee early in 2015. Together with the APJCC, CBD brought Wolfson in as a
Scholar-in-Residence last March. Wolfson spoke with our congregation at services, and at a joint presentation to the APJCC Board of Directors and the CBD Board of Directors. Currently, the CBD Board of Directors is studying Wolfson’s book, chapter by chapter, section by section, to learn what we can for the
betterment of CBD’s community.
The new vision works best when there is enough room for groups to meet. The remodeled building will
allow more spaces for meetings and education for all ages, now with nine classrooms instead of seven.
There will be more conference rooms, a new multi-purpose room available for dancing and other uses, and
we will still have a dedicated art room. The newly built small sanctuary can be divided into three meeting
rooms.
Already, the Yiddish Group, CBD Jewish Artists Group, and Netivot Haneshamah: Pathways of the Soul,
have been added to our vibrant community. We are beginning to have Movie Nights for young families,
young adults, and soon for congregants of all ages. Our campus already supports the CBD Book Discussion Group, Adult Ed, and youth groups such as BBYO and USY.
The groups at CBD allow people to meet each other. At the Yiddish Group, an 88 year old had outlived all
his friends who he knew spoke Yiddish. Half a year later, the Yiddish Group met for the first time. Suddenly, instead of nobody to talk to in Yiddish, he had dozens of people who spoke Yiddish. This groups
meets every other Tuesday. People are still learning about the group, so it continues to grow. At the latest
meeting, there were two new people, including one who had been driving all the way to Santa Cruz to get
to speak Yiddish.
A fabulous thing happened at the CBD Jewish Artists Group at the June session. The topic was the Legal
History of Ketubot. Charlie Marr, the presenter, asked people to bring in their ketubot. Julie Tardos
brought in her ketubah, the one that that her husband, Bill Province, presented to her at their wedding. Julie saw another ketubah brought in by somebody else at the Artists meeting, and part of the design was
identical. It really caught her eye. It turns out, the other ketubah was brought in by Dahlia Perahia. Dahlia
is an artist who has designed and made and sold many ketubot, and other Judaica, too. Julie’s husband,
Bill, had purchased one of Dahlia’s ketubot. All the many months that Julie has been attending the CBD
Jewish Artists Group, she did not know that the artist who made her own ketubah was sitting a few chairs
away from her each month.
There are new groups forming. The Bike and Hike Group met for the first time in October, with 30 participants. This group will meet monthly, for biking and hiking, followed by lunch at CBD.
Rabbi Alexander is providing the opportunity for people to join a new havurah. Some havurot at CBD
started more than 30 years ago, and are the basis of many strong friendships in our community. Though
the havurot generally meet off-campus, the religious home of many members is CBD.
We are looking for ideas for new groups that would be part of our kehillah kedosha, our holy community.
Feel free to get in contact with Jeff Warwick or Rabbi Alexander with your ideas, what you would like to
do and see at CBD. Contact Jeff Warwick, MembershipVP@beth-david.org or Rabbi Leslie Alexander,
Alexander@beth-david.org
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New Frontier is the Northern California (and Reno, Nevada) region of United Synagogue Youth (USY) and
Kadima, one of 17 different regions in USY-the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism (USCJ) youth
movement.
Over the course of the year, New Frontier runs several events and conventions helping Jewish teens come
together and form strong, lasting, friendships. Although we are affiliated with the Conservative Movement,
we welcome any Jew who would like to participate. The region was founded in 1966 and has been educating, engaging, inspiring, and caring for USYers across Northern California and Reno, NV ever since.

USY Regional Fall Kinnus
Friday, November 20th 3:30pm
Sunday, November 22nd 12:30pm
At Walker Creek Ranch, Petaluma
Kick off the year with ruach! The weekend includes learning, social
action, praying and socializing. Plenty of opportunities for teens to
engage in Judaism and get to know each other.
For freshman, this is an important convention to solidify their transition to USY. Visit: Saratoga.newfrousy.org/fall-Kinnus
Email CBD.USY@Beth-David.org

USY International Convention
December 23rd – 31st in Baltimore
The International Convention brings all 16 regions of USY
together for an incredible 5-day conference.
Each conference provides a wide range of programming,
catering to different learning.
Join us for five days of fun, friendship, social action, and
interactive learning.
Visit: saratoga.newfrousy.org/international-convention
Email CBD.USY@Beth-David.org
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Because of the drought, this year we put a special spin on Tashlikh. Our
Jewish youth created a flowing creek for us with colored chalk offering a
creative way to both reflect on things we want to change in our lives and
wash our transgressions to begin again.
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Thank you to everyone
who came out to help
build and decorate our
Congregational sukkah.
It was truly a group
effort!
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The finished product!

Jet teens hammered and sanded away while making stars of David during their first art
experience of the year. Thanks to Jeff Warwick for leading this experience in metal art.
If you're interested in teaching about your specialty art or cooking let us know!
JET @Beth-David.org
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Kids and youth built their own candy
sukkah. Afterwards they took part
in the Hoshanah Rabah tradition of
beating the Lulav in the sanctuary.
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We hosted our first Hike and Bike event on October 4th as part of Sukkot. Over 30
people attended and had such a great time that they want to continue meeting
monthly throughout the year. Look for upcoming dates!
A huge thank you to Helaine Green (chairperson), along with Steve Green, Arye and
Barb Green, Harry Cornbleet and CBD's program committee for facilitating this event.
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March 20-22, 2016 - Washington, DC
The AIPAC Policy Conference is the largest gathering of America's pro-Israel community. Through
demonstrations of groundbreaking Israeli innovations, keynote speeches by American and Israeli
leaders, inspiring moments on stage, and intimate educational sessions, Policy Conference
delegates experience the full scale of pro-Israel activism in three powerful days. The conference culminates with the opportunity for delegates to lobby their members of Congress in support of legislation that enhances the relationship between the United States and Israel.

Attend with other CBD members
Beth David has purchased a block of tickets for the policy conference at a special price of $399.
This is $100 less than the current early bird discount pricing of $499. We have 10 spots to offer,
so if you want to join the CBD group in DC next March, contact us ASAP. When they’re gone,
they’re gone, and believe us, you don’t want to miss this!
Email Rabbi Alexander at Alexander@Beth-David.org.

Anniversaries
We wish the following members a happy anniversary.

November
2nd
Michael & Heather Harris
Sandy & Shelley Taboh
8th
Gary & Susan Nankin,

23rd
Bill & Natalie Mauskopf
24th
Bernard & Paula Klein

9th
Allan & Judith Lavetter

25th
Kenneth Aitchison & Leslie
Alexander

13th
Arieh & Ruth Schifrin

27th
Steve & Barbara Goldstein

15th
Alan & Irene Bricker

28th
Andy & Maureen Schneider
Michael & Marina Salzman

18th
Jonathan & Marsha Witkin
Alan & Georgette Tanenbaum

29th
Murray & Sandra Dolmatch
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Happy Birthday
We wish the following members a very happy birthday.

November

1st
Jonathan Horovitz
Lillian Guggenheim
Chloe BorensteinLawee
Scott Hirsch

2nd
Rhoda Bress
Peter Ehrman

3rd
Dahlia Perahia
Sam Pickholtz
David Baird

4

th

Fred Jacobson
Leonard Jacobson
David Linder

5th
David Ammerman
Jessica Strumza
Sharoan Jeung
Andrea Ammerman
Penina Stern

6th
Renata Zaliznyak
Andrew Schneider

7th
Bailey Weinstock
Jonathan Witkin
Talia Gloster

8th

17th

David Tseselsky
Naomi Mutchnik
Marcia Hunter
Perry Jeung
Laura Holtzman
Monique Alexander

Noga Gross
Mike Drabkin
Siavash Zohoori
Jacquelyn Elizabeth
Harris

10th
Neil Newman
Jeffrey Imas

11th
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th

Tzvia Shelef
Evan Ohriner
Janice Torczyner
Jessica Hirsch
Samuel Schaevitz

Alexander Lazer
Val Mandrusov

14th
Molly Wolfe
J. Aurelia Fleck
David Paktor
Leonard Tramiel

15

th

Jeffrey Englander

16th
Judy Holtzman
David Mooso
David Barnett
Mitchell Umansky

Mallorie Burak
Glenda Glatstein

26th

20th

27th

Tamar Mamou
Hadas Ben-David
Simone Silver
Olga Farber
Susan Raider
Lourdes Yashar

Tal Borenstein

12th

13

25th

Susan Green

19th

th

Trish Nelson Kedar
Philip Ohriner
Luba Sherman

Ethan Katzir
Derron Mendel
Hank Cinnamon
Judith Gilford

Moshe Preil
Larry Schwerin
Wendy J Glasser

Marc Levitt
Linda Weiss

24th

21st
Ari Fine
Justin Pennypacker
Corinne Sherman

28th
Leon Perepelitsky
Gabriel Robinson
Kenneth Wiener
Susan Cohen

29th

Myron Cagan
Judy Paktor
Natalia Pogrebinsky
Maya Warwick

Ryan Hittleman
Susan Gould
Barbara Weinstein
Martin Weinstein
Ari Cohen
Amanda Schwartz
Justin BorensteinLawee

23rd

30th

Aurie Bendahan
Beverly Jacobson
Janyce Lipson
Walter Spector

Robin Sabes
Marjorie Alpert

22nd

30

THANK YOU! To the following who have
donated to the Next 50 building campaign
It is our hope to have 100% of CBD members step forward and
make a personally meaningful donation to the campaign. Your
participation is important, not the amount. See your name here!
(List updated as of October 26, 2015)

Cookie Addison & Family
Davida & Charles Adelberg
Marilyn & Allan Ader
Yael & Elie Alcheck
Monique & Philip Alexander
Dr. Kenneth Aitchison & Rabbi
Leslie Alexander
Rochelle & Barry Alhadeff
Appleman Family
Judy & Michael Applesmith
Diane & Doron Aronson
James Attar
Helen & Max Baer
Ginny & Bob Baird
David & Rabbi Ilana and Baird
Mishy & Jason Balaban
Amy & Gary Ball
Ruth & Noah Bareket
Muriel & David Barnett
Elizabeth & Jim Batson
Betty Becker
Mindy & Rabbi Allan Berkowitz
Mary Jo & Alan Bernard
Marlene & Phil Bernstein
Cathy & William Beyda
Barbara Biran
Marjorie Bischoff
Roberta & Jeremy Bloom
Ellyn & Kenneth Bloomfield
The Blumenthal Family
Judy & Brett Borah
Rhoda & Martin Bress
Ruth & Victor Brill
Bayla & Abe Bromberg
Linda & Barry Brummer
Marlene & Marshall Burak
Nestor Cabrales
Felissa & Myron Cagan
Carol & Chris Cassell
The Checkman Family
Seema Cicerone
Lori Kramer Cinnamon
Diane & Bert Clement

Judith & Lawrence Cohn
Joanne & Harry Cornbleet
Jillian Cosgrave
Lynn Crocker
Jerry Daniel
Karen & Jacob Deloumi
Eleanor & Lloyd Dickman
Sandra & Morris Dolmatch
Lou Dombro
Dorothy & Richard Dorsay
Galina & Mike Drabkin
Herb Dreifuss
Danielle & Hank Drew
Lory & Alexander Drukarev
Susan Greenberg-Englander &
Jeffrey Englander
Deborah Estreicher
Rhonda Farber
Hillary & Stanley Farkas
Dina Fayngold
Cary & Adrian Feria
Jan & Bryan Ferguson
Harriet & Don Fernandez
Donald Field
Karen & Melvin Fihn
Debbie & Bob Fils
Renee & Howard Fine
Ziva & David Fishman
Kama Fletcher
Liya Freydin
Rosemary & Stephen Frieden
Julia & Adam Fuks
Sandi & David Gaertner
Ricki Lee & Neal Gafter
Emily & Howard Gannes
Susan & Lee Gavens
Ann Graubart Gershanov
Lee & Al Ghan
Ruth & Edward Gipstein
Rakhil Karasik & Viktor Gitis
Wendy J. & Lance Glasser
Glenda & Harry Glatstein
Gaelle Glickfield
Myrna Gluck

Genya & Yakov Glukhovsky
Jane & Michael Gold
Sondra & Alex Goldberger
Sheila & Howard Goldstein
Isaac Goldstein
Barbara & Stephen Goldstein &
Family
Vivian & Sherman Golub
Alana & Grant Goodman
Janie & Greg Gotlib
Rhonda Raider & Donald Gould
Joseph Grapa
Cheryl Graubart
Dave Graubart
Barbara & Arye Green
Helaine & Stephen Green
Ann Greenspan
Karen & Allen Guggenheim
Continued on page 32
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Continued from page 31

Susan & Clifford Gutterman
Maxine and Robert Halem
Joyce & Bill Halper
Nathan Handelsman
Harel Family
CBD Hazak
Vivian Herman
Monica Hernandez
Laurie Himelstein
Bonnie & Lee Hirsch
Debby & David Hoffman
Dr. Melinda Reynard & Steve
Hoffman
Sharon & Amir Horovitz
Marcia Hunter
Janet & David Hurwitz
Madelyn & Dov Isaacs
Beverly & Fred Jacobson
Jane & Len Jacobson
Lori & Daniel Kahn
Renee & Jeffrey Kanel
Marcia Kaplan
Ellen & Steven Karel
Evan Kass
Stephanie & Ian Kass & Family
Marlene Kass
Rudi & Jeff Katz
Shoshana Wolf & Jonathan Katz
Doris & Stanley Katz
Bonnie Kehl
Carol & Roland King
Lynne & Stephen Kinsey
Morrie Kirschen
Eleanor & Ed Kiss
Jacqueline & Charles Klein
Susan & Thomas Klein
Ruth A. Kohan
Caryn & Ben Kovar
Anna Kraus
Judith & Israel Krongold
Jan Krum
Raisa and Vladimir Kukuyev

Marina and Maels Kuperman
Lauren Flato & Steven Labovitz
Al Lampell
Rachel Schwab & Chet Lanctot
Suzanne & Dave Larky
Judith & Allan Lavetter
Lorna Borenstein & David Lawee
Benjamin Leitner
Susan & Michael Leitner
Jeanette & Stuart Lerner
Loretta & Edward Levin
Judy & Gordon Levin
Bernard Levine
Susan & Mark Levine
Fay Levinson
Paula Barbarito-Levitt & Marc E.
Levitt
Gloria & Ken Levy
Mimi & Reuben Levy
Sheryl & Eric Lewis
Andrea & Steven Linder
Tanya Lorien
Shelley & Ken Luskey
Enid Malkin
Sue & Ron Maltiel
Tamar & Leeor Mamou
Vered Marash
Miriam & Charles Marr
Dan Maydan
Sandy & David Mayer
Tamar & George Mednick
Sylvia & Michael Meltzer
Holly & David Mendel
Elizabeth & William Menkin
Sylvia & Leonard Metz
Dalia & Alvin Milgram
Bonnie Slavitt Moore & Jack
Moore
Cohava & Jacob (Kobi) Mor
Janine & Austin Moore
Vanina J. Sandel Mutchnik &
Sharon Mutchnik
Susan & Gary Nankin
Ronee & Ike Nassi
Nancy & Marty Newman
Phyllis & Neil Newman
Jenifer & Evan Ohriner
Rabbis Shoshana & Philip Ohriner
Crystal & Mendy Ouzillou
Alice Wald & Paul Overmyer

Judy & David Paktor
Andrew Passett
Lori Passett & Family
Robin D. Penn
Evette & David Pennypacker
Susannah & Karl Pfalzer
Joelle Pluemer
Margie & Howard Pomerantz
Rabbi Daniel Pressman
Emma & Gregory Prokter
Julie Tardos & William Province
Susan Murai Raider & Andrew
Raider
Lena & Jussi Rajna
Judie & Benjamin Ram
Thelma Ramm
Sheryl & Martin Rattner
Susan & Ron Remba
Svetlana and Alexander Ring
Robinson Family
Bettina & Daniel Rosenberg
Jill & Josh Rosenberg
Gloria & Theodore Rosenblume
Susan & Allen Rosenzweig
Rothstein Family
Riva Rubnitz
Alison & Ron Ruebusch
Robin Sabes
Marina & Michael Salzman
Christel Sanders
Felicia & Michael Schaffer
Cyndi Sherman & Steve Schleimer
Rita & Steve Schlosser
Maureen and Andrew Schneider
Natalie M. Schriger
Myrtle & Joel Schwartz
Myra & Pete Schwartz
Roberta & Martin Schwartz
Marilyn Sefchovich
Tzvia & Reuven Shelef
Susan Cohen & Leonard Shen
Haya & Shmuel Shottan
Yulia Shvarts
Lil Silberstein
Ken Silver
Barbara & David Silverstein
Michal Strutin & Michael
Sinensky
Blanka & Art Singer
Nancy & Dan Skilken
Continued on page 33
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Meryle & Howard Sussman
Irene & Bob Swedroe & Family
Susan Gould & Rami Tabibian
Rochelle & Sander Taboh
Barbara & Chuck Taubman
Continued from page 32
Ann & Rick Tavan
Morris and Fannie Skilken
Evelyn Tavan
Family Foundation
Irina & Gene Tenberg
Kenneth Solnit
Support provided by Tides
Ann & Joseph Sorger
Foundation
Irene & Walter Spector
Helen Tieger
Stephanie & Peter Spielvogel
Nazgol & Shelley Timmins
Kitty Steinborn
Cheryl Zatkin-Steres & George Aline Usim
Cara & Ronen Vainish
Steres
Sima Vishnevsky
Penina & Herman Stern
Reenie Wagner
Joan & Henry Stone
Marjorie Alpert & Jeff Warwick
Bonnie & Lee Stone
Barbie & Martin Weinstein
Rama & Arieh Strod
Sheila & Marty Weisberg

Carol & Jeffrey Weiss
Harriet & Frank Weiss
Linda & Joseph Weiss & Family
Gayle & Arthur Weissbrodt
Pat & Alan Werba
Nancy & Kenneth Wiener
Drs. Carol & Terry Winograd
Marsha & John Witkin
Elise & Dennis Wolf
Roni & Andy Wolfe
Wendy Wu
Patty Yalowich
Yanovsky Family
Rhoda & Larry Yelowitz
Rimma Zaraysky
Zimberoff Family Trust
Beryl Zimberoff
Phyllis & Jerry Zis

Contributions
Contributions are vital to the life of our community. We acknowledge the gifts received between
September 1 – 30, 2015 from the following individuals and families

Annual Campaign
In memory of my mother, Ruth Wilson, from
Marlene Kass
In loving memory of our parents, Mikhail & Faina
Belogolovsky and Isak & Luybov Plotkin, from
Arkady & Maya Belogolovsky
In loving memory of my father, Haim Daniel, from
Gerald Daniel

Congregation Beth David Bible and Siddur and
Mahzor Fund
In memory of my uncle, Joseph Reisman, from
Bernard Levine
In memory of my father, Bernhard Silberstein, from
Sandra Levitt

Congregation Beth David Capital Campaign
David & Sue Schroit, in memory of Sue's mother,
Emma Jaffee, from Steven & Donna Frankel
Congregation Beth David, thank you for the High
Hoy Day services, from Anita Kanel

Congregation Beth David Endowment Fund
In memory of my father, Marvin Newmark, from
Rudi Katz

In memory of my father, Edward Katz, from Jeffrey
Katz
In memory of my husband, Bela Kraus, from Anna
Kraus
In memory of my step-father, Sidney Stulman, from
Deborah Hoffman

Congregation Beth David Fund
In memory of my father, Joseph Burdman, from
Hy Burdman
In memory of my mother, Frances Gage, from
Ruth Brill
In memory of my husband, Harold Graubart, from
Ann Gershanov
In memory of my sister, Ruth Levine, from Ann
Gershanov
In memory of my wife, Lois Helene Hubka, from
Dr. William Hubka
In memory of my nephew, Thomas Buhler, from
Dr. William Hubka
In memory of my grandpa, Albert Abraham Jacob,
from Joseph Isaac
In memory of my beloved daughter, Renette ShafiqBerger, from Tamar Jacobs
Continued on page 34
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Contributions (Continued)
Congregation Beth David Fund (Continued
In memory of my father, Dr. Papi Harry Auerbach,
from Tamar Jacobs
In memory of my mother, Sheina Guta Agroskin, from
Yakov Agroskin
In memory of my father, Harold Seymour Farfel, from
Elise Wolf
In memory of my mother, Lillian Zis, from Jerome Zis
In memory of my wife, Ruth Dreifuss, from Herbert
Dreifuss
In memory of our mothers, Bessie Gipstein and Mary
Goldberg, from Edward & Ruth Gipstein.

Congregation Beth David Fund
In memory of Georgy Grivnin, Bella Grivnin, Sonya
Shinder, Abram Shinder, Sergey Grivnin, Riva
Grivnin, Tuvia Shvartzman, and Yankel Frimershtein,
from Alexander & Natalia Grivnin
In memory of Khayim Imas, from Jeffrey & Clara Imas
In memory of Sarah and Isaac Benardo, from Susan
Wesson
Gary Nankin, in memory of your mother, Shirley
Nankin, from Cookie Addison
Seema Cicerone, in honor of your triple event, from
Phillip & Marlene Bernstein

Jewish Education Program/JET Scholarship
Fund
In memory of my mother, Estelle Klein, from Charles
Klein
In memory of my mother, Erna Strauss, from Sylvia
Meltzer

Lena Rajna, for refuah sheleimah, from Edward &
Eleanor Kiss
Congregation Beth David, in honor of my aliya for Yom
Kipper, from Arthur Cohen
Dov & Madelyn Isaacs, in honor of Emily's
engagement, from Robin D. Penn
Happy New Year to the Ohriner Family, from Dov &
Madelyn Isaacs

K'vod Hamet
Mark, Kurt & Pam Silberstein, in memory of Lil
Silberstein, from Stanley & Hillary Farkas

March of the Living Fund
In memory of my husband, Gabriel Appleman, from
Alicia Appleman
In memory of my aunt, Helen Herskovitz, from Barry
Brummer

Miriam Gannes Memorial Reading Program
Congregation Beth David, from Howard & Emily Gannes

Rabbi Ohriner Discretionary Fund
In memory of my mother, Leonora Martin, from Susan
Rosenzweig
In memory of my cousin, Marshall Berger, from Maxie
Baer
Rabbi Philip Ohriner, thank you for your great kindness,
from Edward & Ruth Gipstein
Gary Nankin, in memory of your mother, Shirley Nankin,
from Leonard & Sylvia Metz
Rabbi Philip Ohriner, from Elie & Yael Alcheck
Rabbi Philip Ohriner, from Melvin & Karen Fihn

Kiddush Lunch Fund
Sponsor Kiddush September 12, 2015 for Abigail's
homecoming, from Lee & Susan Gavens
In memory of my father, Harry Berger, from Carol
Cassell
In memory of my husband, Dr. Henry Kaplan (Hillel
Pesach ben Aryeh Labe HaKohen), from Marcia
Kaplan
In memory of my mother, Ramah Khatoon Isaac, from
Myrtle Schwartz
In memory of my mother, Ruth Howard, from Ronee
Nassi
In memory of my brother-in-law, Isac Robert Barocas,
from Dr. Ike Nassi
In memory of my great aunt, Toby Wolfberg, from
David Hoffman
In memory of my aunt, Harriet Hoffman, from David
Hoffman
In memory of my mother-in-law, Stella Cicerone, from
Seema Cicerone

Threads of Tradition
November 15th
from 10:00am—1:00pm
Threads of Tradition is a group of
women who sew Tachrichim
(Jewish burial garments) for the
deceased of the Beth David community. We provide these garments at no cost to our members
and their families.
Our supplies are low, so we have an urgent need for
garments. Sewing skills are appreciated, but not required for this work. Please participate in this
mitzvot.
CBD.SewWhat@Beth-David.org
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Donor(s): (If donor is a Beth David member, you may leave blank)
Name__________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

State

Zip

In honor/memory of_________________________________________________________________________________
Acknowledge this donation to: (If acknowledgement goes to Beth David members, you may leave address blank)
Name__________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

_____The Next 50 Capital Campaign

State

Zip

_____Annual Campaign

Billing: (Choose One)
______ Check/Payment attached, please process directly
______ Bill my account for the above amount and process immediately. Account # _____________
Note: This form lists two of the funds available at CBD. For a complete list of designated funds, please call the office.
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Congregation Beth David
Annual Meeting
Sunday, December 6th
10:30am to 12:30pm
Come hear about the state of YOUR synagogue and elect new officers and
directors. We need a quorum of 75 members. A letter containing the slate of officers
and directors, agenda for the meeting, and your BALLOT VOUCHER will be mailed
two weeks prior to the annual meeting date.
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